We describe how the powerful technique of spectrally resolved Thomson scattering can be extended to the x-ray regime, for direct measurements ofthe ionization state, density, temperature, and the microscopic behavior ofdense cool plasmas. Such a direct measurement of microscopic parameters of solid density plasmas could eventually be used to properly interpret laboratory measurements of material properties such as thermal and electrical conductivity, EOS and opacity. In addition, xray Thomson scattering will provide new information on the characteristics ofhitherto difficult to diagnose Fermi degenerate and strongly coupled plasmas.
INTRODUCTION
The microscopic behavior of warm (3 -30 eV), solid density matter for which the electrostatic potential energy between particles exceeds the thermal energy has been the subject of numerous theoretical studies' but no known definitive experiments. There has been a recent surge in interest in understanding solid density, strongly coupled plasma properties58 partially motivated by the emergence of short-pulse high power lasers with the ability to heat solids before significant hydrodynamic motion occurs.9 Current microscopic experimental techniques are limited. Optical probing only provides information on rarefied surface layers since solid density plasmas are opaque to visible and UV light. Absorption spectroscopy can only probe near high energy ionization edges since the outer shell line transitions are at energies of tens of eV, too soft a photon energy to allow sufficient probe transmission for reasonably-sized plasmas.
We propose a powerful, alternative diagnosis method, spectrally-resolved multi-keV x-ray scattering. By spectrally discriminating between the coherent (Rayleigh), Compton and Thomson scattering components, we expect to gather information on many microscopic parameters, including the free and bound electron densities and fractions, temperature, plasma flow velocity if any, and plasma collisionality. The Omega facility at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics can provide the required photon flux for single-shot detection and the required uniform heating by virtue of its many beams covering a full sphere.
We will prepare a uniformly heated (up to 30 eV) solid density mm-scale Be plasma by volumetric heating using multi-keV x-rays from laser plasmas created at the Omega laser facility. Another multi-keV line radiator (at wavelength 2) produced from a second delayed laser plasma will provide the narrow (&J1 < .003) line required for x-ray Thomson scattering in the near backward direction before the Be plasma cools or disassembles. The scattered photons will be collected and spectrally dispersed by a Von Hamos geometry Bragg crystal coupled to a gated framing camera. We expect to be able to determine both the Fermi energy (and hence free electron density) and electron temperature from the high frequency component of the Thomson scattered spectrum. We expect this first attempt at extending the versatility of laser Thomson scattering'°12 to the x-ray regime to open the door for detailed strongly coupled plasma studies of great interest to the high energy density and plasma physics communities.
MOTIVATION
Fermi degenerate (Te < TF) and strongly coupled plasmas are present in a variety of laboratory'3'8 and astrophysical environments.'921 The latter plasmas can be characterized by the ratio ee of the Coulomb potential energy between free electrons to the kinetic energy of the free electrons being> 1. These are basic states of matter occurring at some location during the interaction between intense lasers and a solid. These are also regimes accessed by the DT fuel during an ICF a 1 Figure 1 where 0 = 1800, are denoted by solid sloped lines that a =0 1 bound a = 1 (collective behavior) and 0.1 (independent . particle behavior) for probe X 2400 and 2.4 A. We also denote by the shaded region in the upper right the ICF DT fuel regime during compression.
In Figure 1 , the strongly coupled plasma and Fermi degenerate regimes are shown shaded in electron density ne electron temperature Te space. For a given density at lower temperatures, the plasmas are either Fermi degenerate or only partially ionized, and hence in a sense only weakly coupled. At higher temperatures, they behave as ideal gases with insignificant inter-particle coupling. In between, the ideal gas approximation for plasma behavior breaks down. The concept of a Debye screening length breaks down since the Debye length D becomes less than the average interparticle spacing. Various statistical mechanics models2325 differ by factors of several in the predicted electron-ion collisionality in this regime (see Fig.  2 ). Material properties such as electrical2629 and thermal conductivity,6'30 opacity3133 and equation-of-state (EOS)34 '35 have been studied in this regime for resolving theoretical and calculational uncertainties. However, the usefulness of such measurements has been impaired because of the lack of an independent measurement of temperature and density. Moreover, the optical experiments conducted so far have either probed low density plasmas amenable to internal optical probing,31'36'37 or attempted to infer conditions by probing in reflection mode.38 Figure 1 indicates that to investigate deeply into the strongly coupled regime at the low densities amenable to optical probing, one must work at eV or sub-eV temperatures. This leads to either partial ionization and hence the complication ofneighboring bound states and dominance of electron atom collisions, or the production of a transient over-ionized non-equilibrium state which will quickly recombine by three-body recombination. Surface probing of overdense plasmas is difficult to interpret9'3842 because density gradients as short as Ai2ic dramatically modify observables such as reflectivity and phase modulation.39'43' Internal x-ray probing for strongly coupled plasmas at super-critical to super-solid density has relied, so far, on continuum edge spectroscopy and extended x-ray absorption fine-structure (EXAFS),4549 line shape spectroscopy16'5° or non-spectrally resolved x-ray scattering.5153 All rely on extensive modeling of both bound and free electron wave-functions, as well as densities to interpret the data, and the latter does not provide information on the ionization state or temperature of the material.
We propose to extend the power of spectrally resolved Thomson scattering to the x-ray regime, for direct measurements of the ionization state, density, temperature, and the microscopic behavior of strongly coupled plasmas. This would be the first direct measurement of microscopic parameters of solid density plasmas, which eventually could be used to properly interpret laboratory measurements of material properties such as thermal and electrical conductivity, EOS and opacity. 
X-RAY THOMSON SCATTERING
Thomson scattering at a probe wavelength X and angle 8 is characterized by the scattering parameter a, proportional to the ratio of the probing scale-length Ai2sin(O/2) to the Debye length: a 2Ls/2iC)LD. For a < 1, spectrally-resolved incoherent Thomson scattering provides information on the velocity v and hence temperature and directed flux of free electrons from the Doppler shifts experienced by scattered probe photons. For a > 1 ,the collective scattering regime, the scattering is sensitive to temporal correlations between electron motion separated by more than a Debye length and hence the scattering is dominated by ion-acoustic and electron plasma wave resonances, the latter set by the well known Bohm-Gross dispersion relation. The frequency shift of the resonance is dependent on density through the plasma frequency while the width of the resonances yields information on the wave damping rates. In the intermediate regime near a 1 , the form of the electron plasma high frequency component depends strongly on both the electron temperature and density, providing a robust internal measurement ofthese basic plasma parameters, as confirmed by spectroscopy. 54 Plotted on Fig. 1 are the regimes accessible by Thomson scattering with a 0.1-1 and 0 l800 for various wavelength probes 2. Such Thomson scattering accesses regimes in which the Debye length is of order the probe wavelength (e.g., 2D 1000 A for a 2400 A probe). By switching from a UV probe at 2400 A to an x-ray probe at 2.4 A, we can effectively probe solid density plasmas with Debye lengths of the order of the interparticle spacing or shorter. Stated differently, for a given plasma temperature, we should be able to access a density that is six orders ofmagnitude higher than previously attempted. In particular, Fig. 1 shows that the solid density regime (shown for beryllium) crosses the strongly coupled plasma regime precisely where it is accessible by 2.4 A Thomson scattering.
For spectrally resolved x-ray Thomson scattering, one does not necessarily need an x-ray laser for the following reasons. First, since the experiment proposed here can provide valuable, new information on solid density plasmas by just resolving the high frequency Thomson scattered components, only probe line widths AX/X of order v/c are required, .003 at a few eV electron temperature. These can be provided by resonance lines from hot mid Z plasmas whose line widths as determined by few keV ion motion and Stark broadening are less than the scattered Doppler widths as set by few eV electron motion (since the ionlelectron mass is > 1 000). Second, Thomson scattering from individual electrons (a < 1 regime) is incoherent and hence will require little or no probe transverse coherence. In the collective scattering regime (a > 1), scattering is sensitive to time-correlated electron motion between two positions separated by the probing scale length X. For 0 1800, X AJ2, within the transverse coherence length of a totally incoherent source at a photon wavelength . Third, the fraction of scattered photons will be substantial. For example, for ne 1 . A schematic of the expected generic backscattered spectrum features is shown in Fig. 3 . Coherent scattering55 from tightly bound electrons (Ztb per atom) should provide an unshifted peak at the probe wavelength whose intensity varies as Ztb2. Incoherent Compton scattering from weakly bound (binding energy < 2(hv)2/mc2) electrons5658 (ZWb per atom) should provide a second peak downshifted in energy by 2hv/mc2, with an intensity varying as Zwb. Thomson scattering from free electrons (Zf per atom) should provide a dispersed spectrum centered on the Compton peak, with a spectrally integrated intensity varying as Zf, and the form of the spectrum in general depending on the Fermi energy TF, free electron density ne,
temperature Te, electron-ion collisionality Vei, and strong coupling parameter IT. Hence by spectrally resolving a scattered xray spectrum, we would gain access, for the first time, to an unparalleled source of information on warm dense matter.
For example, we should be able to infer Zf, Ztb, and ZWb.fromthe relative importance of coherent, incoherent and free electron scattering contributions. This would allow us to discriminate between different ionization balance models such as ThomasFermi and Inferno. 59 We should be able to infer the free electron temperature, Fermi energy TF, hence electron density (and ionization state since the ion density is effectively hydrodynamically frozen) from the shape of the Thomson scattered spectrum for cz < 1. Furthermore, for strongly coupled plasmas, one ofthe more intriguing possibilities is the establishment of long-range coherence even in the plasma state.60 In that case, one would need to increase the transverse coherence length of our incoherent source, easily accomplished by further distancing the source from the sample. Ifcoherent plasma wave modes exist, then the Thomson scattering contribution should increase as the square of the number of coherent scatterers.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
We have designed an x-ray scattering experiment optimized for the Omega laser facility capabilities which should provide high quality spectral data on a single shot. A detailed view of the target design is shown in Fig. 4 . The emphasis here is to create a uniformly heated large-scale sample with known energy content that can be probed internally before it cools or disassembles appreciably. The previous published experiments have either been performed in the presence of unknown density and temperature gradients, or unknown temperatures, requiring hydrodynamic modeling to constrain the interpretation of the data. The uniformity of heating is optimized here by using multi-keV x-rays over a narrow band (4-5 keV) to provide volumetric heating, and by almost fully enveloping the sample by the pump source distributed over approximately 3ic steradians (see Fig. 4 ). The pump photon mean free path has been chosen to be twice the sample size to provide a calculated, acceptable uniformity in the energy absorbed I sample atom at all positions inside the sample, yet short enough to provide adequate energy deposition. The percentage of the sample subject to shock compression and disassembly by rarefaction after preheating is minimized to the few % level by minimizing the surface area to volume of the sample (i.e., using a sample with similar dimensions in all three directions). The symmetric arrangement of beams at the Omega facility lends itself well to using a cylindrical sample overcoated on its curved surface with a thin high Z x-ray conversion layer transparent to its own multi-keV x-rays for providing the pump source (see Fig. 4 ). Forty two of the sixty Omega beams can efficiently couple their energy onto this curved surface at incidence angles below 45°. Twelve of the remaining beams can be used to provide a bright x-ray probe source using a mid Z x-ray conversion foil in the shape of an annulus. The complete target is cylindrically symmetric, making it amenable to direct two-dimensional (2D) modeling.
The detected signal is maximized by maximizing the number of potential scattering electrons, the probe solid angle subtended at the scatterer, and collection solid angle. The first criterion is achieved by using a low atomic number Z sample with a long pump photon mean free path (MFP), so we propose using a Be sample as the lowest Z conveniently available solid. The MFP scaling with atomic number Z is particularly strong, varying as Z35 well above ionization edges. Hence, the absorbed energy / atom for a given pump photon energy will scale as Z'1 for a sample scaled in all dimensions by lIZ35. For example, the ratio in absorbed energy / atom between Al (Z = 13), C (Z = 6) and Be (Z =4) would then be 105:102:1, but the number of potential free electron scatterers would be close to the inverse ratio of l05:102:1. One could increase the pump MFP by up to an order of magnitude and hence the number of scatterers in higher Z samples by i03 by doubling the pump photon energy (from 5 to 10 keV). However, this would be achieved at the expense of greatly (> 10) reduced conversion efficiency of laser to x-ray photons.6'
The second advantage in using a low Z sample is the reduction in the bound electron scattering contribution (Ztb2 + ZWb) relative to the free electron contribution -Zf. Hence, any bound electron scattering of the probe spectral wings can be kept negligible compared to the dispersed free electron scattering contribution. For Be at 10 eV, we22 expect Ztb 1 , ZWb 2 and Zf 1 , yielding a ratio of bound electron to free electron scattering of only 3 to 1 . This alleviates the spectral contrast required ofboth the probe source and detection system. It is also instructive to consider the relative importance of undesirable scattering from inevitable shields and mounts. The tightly bound electron scattering contribution I unit area will be Ztb2MFP, hence Z15 since the MFP from above scales as Z35. For weakly bound electrons, the Compton scattering contribution will be even less, ZbMFP Z25. Hence, for the reasonable assumption of equivalent areas exposed to the probe photons, scattering from mid Z shields (Z 20-25) can be kept negligible compared to scattering from Be.
A Be cylinder 0.5 mm in diameter by x 0.5 mm in length has been chosen as the optimum sample, heated by 4-5 keV pump photons with a 1 mm MFP in cold Be. A laser pulse length of 1 ns will extract maximum power (20 TW) and energy (E 20 U) from 42 Omega beams while restricting the fraction of sample compression and disassembly (disassembly rate 20 pmlns at a few eV plasma temperature). One can restrict viewing of the shock front region penetrating at a calculated 50-75 pm/ns by aperturin or slightly distancing the pump source from the Be sample. The pump laser intensity is then at an optimum 2x10'5 W/cm for efficient production of 4-5keV x-rays. A CsI conversion layer is chosen as pump source, which has been shown to have 1 .5% conversion efficiency to 4-5 keV L-shell x-rays at this laser intensity.62 The energy absorbed I
Be atom at maximum pump power is calculated to be 20 eV, which should provide the few eV solid density plasma temperatures of interest. Higher temperatures can be achieved by doping a smaller Be sample with a more absorptive element, at the expense of reducing the number of potential scatterers. We note that the separation into pump and probe beams allows for varying the sample temperature while keeping the number of probe photons fixed. The energy deposited in the Be sample would be measured on separate shots by using a calibrated crystal spectrometer viewing the transmitted x-rays from planar Cs! targets with and without Be overcoats. The combination ofelectron temperature, density, ionization state and energy absorbed would allow us to address the critical issue of how the energy is partitioned after equilibration has occurred in a low temperature dense plasmas.
The scattering photon energy has then been chosen such that it is not coincident with major n3 -n2 transitions ofthe pump source, and such that its MFP relative to twice the sample size is > 1, yet not so high that its production efficiency is poor. A likely candidate is the He-like V resonance line at 5.2 keV, with a 1.4 mm MFP in Be. Plotted in Fig. 1 is the predicted electron density of solid Be starting in the metallic state with 1 conduction electron/atom and then progressively ionized22 above a few eV. The 5.2 keV (2.4 A) large angle scattering experiment is clearly well suited to this solid density Be regime, with the scattering parameter cc increasing from 0.25 to 1 as Te is reduced from 30 to 1 eV.
The probe solid angle subtended at the sample has been maximized while still allowing for passage of the scattered photons, and shielding of the spectrometer from the probe source (see Fig. 4 ). In addition, the probe can be considered non-invasive relative to the pump source, having l/3' the laser energy (ET 6 kJ), lISthe x-ray conversion efficiency and 1110th the solid angle as seen by the Be sample, hence < 1% of the pump strength. When probing the transverse coherence length of the plasma, the probe source coherence can be improved by diminishing the source size with a modest ( 3x) loss in number of probe photons. For example, simple optics suggest a 300 pm incoherent probe source size at 1 .5 mm from the sample would be able to probe transverse coherence lengths (1 .5/O.3)X 12 A, equating to 5-10 interparticle separations at solid density.
A near backscattering geometry (9 1 60°) has been chosen for several reasons. First, blurring of the magnitude of the scattering vector ks due to a finite range of scattering angles dO in the experiment can be minimized by operating close to the backscatter direction, since k, 2ksin(912), and hence dk/k dOI(2tan(012)) approaches 0 as 0 approaches 180°. In the current experimental geometry 8 and dO are set by the desire to minimize the probe stand-off distance and keep 0 close to I 80°, while simultaneously accommodating for realistic spot sizes and probe laser intensities ( 101 5 WIcm2). This has led to 0 = 1600, dO = and hence an acceptable blurring level of dk/k 2%. Second, the scattering efficiency for unpolarized light is 2x greater near 1800 than it is for the more traditional 9Ø0 geometry. Third, the scattering k vector is maximized as 1800 is approached, allowing us to access the incoherent scattering regime (a = l/kD < 1) and/or shorter wavelength correlations without having to resort to even shorter wavelength probes or having to increase the Debye length by further heating the plasma. Fourth, the advantageous downshift in photon energy hv due to Compton scattering of the photons from both weakly bound electrons and free electrons of mass me is greatest at 0 = 1800, as given by dhvlhv -(hvlmec2)(l -cosO) 0.O2forhv5keV.
The usual Thomson scattering electron feature will be centered around this downshifted incoherent Compton scattering peak. We note that the approximate Doppler broadened halfwidth of the backscattered electron feature for electrons of velocity v is 2('12)v/c for scattering parameter a < 1 , which is less than the Compton downshift for plasma temperatures below 30 eV. Hence, by viewing at large scattering angles, we provide a natural spectral isolation from the coherent non-spectrally-shifted Rayleigh-type scattering off of all materials in the target. The spectral blurring hvIhv due to the finite range of scattering angles d for Compton scattering is also acceptably small, as given by hv/hv (hv/mec2)sinOdO, 0.001 for hv 5 keV, 0 1600 and d = 15°.
In addition to the spectral isolation, we envisage delaying the probe by 1 ns and detecting the spectrally dispersed scattered photons by a standard microchannel-plate-based (MCP) framing camera to provide temporal isolation from the background of pump photons. The product of MCP efficiency and filter transmission required to protect the spectrometer and detector is estimated at 11d 1 %. Should pump background prove to be minimal, then an x-ray CCD more efficient by an order of magnitude could replace the MCP detector. At the downshifted energy of 5.1 keV, the diffraction from the efficient LiF 220 Bragg crystal planes (2d spacing 2.8 A, integrated reflectivity R 10 radians) is available at a moderately dispersive 57°B ragg angle. The angle between spectrometer and detector which is twice the complement of the Bragg angle (66°) can be easily accommodated at Omega by using separate diagnostic ports. By using the crystal in the Von Hamos cylindrically focussing geometry63 at 8-1 0 cm (where previous crystals have been successfully fielded undamaged at Nova at similar laser energy), one can further increase the collection solid angle. The maximum reasonable collection angle in the non-dispersive direction as set by the opening aperture defined by the probe foil annulus is large, 0.3 radians. The dispersion at the detector can be set such that the source broadening of 0.5 mm translates to a spectral broadening of only A2LJ2L 0.001 ,small compared to the minimum probe line width (0.002) and the widths of the Thomson scattered electron features (0.03). A typical 3-cm-long MCP active region will hence accommodate a total spectral coverage dAJX of 0.06, allowing the full scattered spectrum to be detected on a single shot. In particular, the unbroadened, unshifted probe spectrum conveniently obtained from the nearby coherent scattering component can be deconvolved from the Thomson scattered spectrum.
The expected signal can now be estimated. The number of detected photons N in the electron feature is given by: N (ETflT/hv)(T/4ic)(neax/(a2+1))(1xRJ4ir)1d . Recalling that ET 6 kJ, iT .003, hv 5 keV, T/41t = 0.01 , neox/(a2+l) 0.002-0.003, RJ47t 2.5x105, and fld 0.01 leads to N 10,000 -15,000 detected photons in the Thomson scattered spectrum. Distributed over the 10 spectrally resolved bins, the expected signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio due to photon statistics is excellent, 30-40. It is instructive to consider how the signal scales with usable laser facility energy E and partitioning of pump and probe laser energy. For a given desired sample temperature, the number of heated sample atoms fE, where f is the fraction of laser energy used for the heater plasma. The number of probe photons reaching a given sample atom in a scaled experiment is then (1-f)E. The signal for fixed detector solid angle varies as the product of the number of potential scatterers and number of probe photons reaching a given atom, ' (1 -f)fE2. This yields a broad optimum around f 0.5, with only a factor of 30% drop in signal for the current f 0.8 design point. More interesting is the strong E2 scaling, which explains why smaller laser facilities such as Janus, Trident or Vulcan with 1-10 % of the Omega energy would be insufficient, even if4t laser illumination required for uniform heating were available.
SUMMARY
We have developed an x-ray Thomson scattering experiment fully optimized for the Omega laser facility capabilities which should provide high quality spectral data on a single shot. We expect a successful attempt at extending the full versatility of laser Thomson scattering to the x-ray regime to open the door for detailed dense plasma studies of great interest to the high energy density and plasma physics communities.
